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‘DNA’s’ are a major issue in health care; and previously were thought about at the service level e.g. ‘xxx patients missed 
‘xxx’ appointments in the surgery last month’. 
Clinical intelligence suggests though that low engagement-‘missingness’ in health care- has important implications for 
patients’ health and for the way GPs run their services. 
This research sought to find our whether patterns of high missed GP appointments at the patient level were linked to poor 
health outcomes and social vulnerability. 

Andrea E Williamson*, Ross McQueenie*, David A Ellis, Alex McConnachie, Phillip Wilson* 

Consider having a proactive practice policy for managing repeated DNAs. Ensure DNAs are coded and consider 
auditing DNAs and your practice’s planned follow-up of patients with high DNA rates; what actions work better for the 
range of patients at your practice? 
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What is the importance of patterns of GP missed appointments at the patient level? 

• Patients who miss more than 2 GP appointments per year are likely to be socially vulnerable and have poorer
health outcomes

• There is a ‘dose response’ with morbidity and mortality outcomes- patients with more long term conditions are at
greater risk of missing multiple appointments; missing multiple GP appointments is a strong risk factor for greatly
increased mortality

• ‘Missingness’ in health care should be part of the patient safety agenda; further work at policy, research and GP
practice level is needed to tackle it.
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